The new player
Bike-sharing is growing at a rapid pace
globally and is on the brink of becoming part
of a wider transportation program where ebikes play a major role. Technology and in
particular digitalization has enabled the acess
to secure, reliable and affordable solutions
complementing
pubic
transport
and
an
alternative to the private car.
What makes our e bike solution unique ?
The IoT module incorporated in the bicycle
allows intelligent services like the creation of
virtual station areas, to open and lock
bicycles through geofencing and also to
define the speed in specific areas of the city.
One of the great improvements that this IoT
brings to play is the ability to have your ebike sharing system connected to the traffic
infrastructure, allowing - as an example - to
receive traffic related information that affects
riding routes. Or, on the other way around,
collecting traffic relevant data from bikes,
acting as probes, and making it available to
other road users.
Also, the swappable battery makes it easy to
deploy free floating systems as an alternative,
or in combination with station based ones
using our stations.

How do we ensure the availability of the
system ?
You set the KPIs - we take care of them.
Our Digital Lab focuses on innovative, datadriven solutions and services in order to
solve traffic related issues for smart cities.
In order to optimize the availability of
bicycles at docking stations in our bike
sharing system, our smart forecasting tool
precisely predicts how users behave in
different weather conditions at a specific
time on a certain day of the week. This is
just one of the examples of real world
applications
powered
by
artificial
intelligence, improving the quality of the bike
sharing service an ensuring that there is
always a bike available for citizens and
tourists alike.

SiBike - Green Light Cyclists
The number of bike users is increasing
everyday. This means pressure on safety,
and emerging bicycle traffic issues. That's
why Yunex Traffic developed Sitraffic SiBike:
the "green wave" for cyclists. With the help
of a smartphone application,
cyclists are
given priority at traffic lights. The cyclist's
smartphone determines its position via GPS
and checks wheter the bike has passed a
specific trigger point at a predetermined
speed. When the bike passes the point, the
app sends a green request to traffic lights,
helping
those on bicycles to reach their
destination faster.

Bike Counting - Know your numbers
Yunex Traffic offers cities a clever solution
for bicycle movements counting on cycle
lanes, per direction. The bicycle counter
poles count the passing cyclists and indicate
the numbers via lane-side screens. The poles
have a sensitizing and motivating effect
because they show - almost literally - that
cyclists also count. The data can be used for
improvements to infrastructure and road
engineering, giving insightful and real-time
information for decision making and urban
planning.
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Bike Sharing
Why we need it?
Today, 54% of world population live in uban
areas, while the estimations point this figure to
grow up to 66% by 2050. This fact alone means a
huge challenge for urban space managers.
Bikes need 10x less space than cars to transport
the same number of people, while being the best
solution for short to medium distances - which
represents the majority of the commuting traffic
in city centers.
What is it?
E-bike sharing is the most affordable, practical,
environmentally friendly and stress-free way of
getting around the city. Take a ride, do some
exercise and ride past the stress of being stuck
in traffic jams.
How does it work?
Throught the city, phisical or virtual docking
stations are available where you can pick your
bike and drive off to your destination. Never
worry again about having to keep your bike clean
and serviced. Whenever you pick a bike, we have
already ensured that everything is being taken
care of- all you need is to go for a ride and relax.
For whom?
If you are a city interested in durable and
innovative bikesharing solutions to help your city
to be cleaner and provide more mobility
alternatives for your inhabitants, then our
solutions
are definetely for you. The same
applies if you are a transport operator who wants
to extend your services from the current public
transport area to cover wider spaces and the
first and last mile. After all, bike sharing is for
everyone who worries about tomorrow and for
those who believe in a rational use of energy.

E-Bikes:
e-bikes
and
conventional
bikes
available
(prepared for e-conversion)
GPS tracking and remote control – for virtual
stations and low speed zones
Ability to remotely disable the operation of
electric motor
Rear wheel lock available
Calypso, Mifare, RFID card reader available
Front wheel 250W electric motor
Lithium-ion battery – 36V, 12.5Ah
Durable LED display of On/Off status, battery
charge and level of assistance
Anti-theft fasteners all around
26x2.2" rental specific tyres
EN 15194 compliant

Stations:
Modular concept, individual docks for
customization
Concrete bases for docks that allow for
installation without civil works
One Totem per station to hold electrical and
electronic control devices
RFID identification of attached bikes
CANBUS connection between docks and totem
Intelligent charging management system for
battery life and usage optimization
Secure 4G connections to the Internet, for
communication with central system
Wi-Fi hotspot available
UPS system with 30 minutes autonomy
Station area lightning system
Surfaces for static information and
advertisement
Colorblind-friendly display of available or not
available bikes on docks

